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The Couture Collection by Windsor Smith 
unites the artistry of Jamie Beckwith Collection 
with Smith’s fashion-forward sense for remixing
what’s classic in bold new ways. This inventive 
wood surfacing collection for walls and floors 
redefines iconic patterns ranging from
traditional chevrons to Cubist-inspired  trompe  
l’oeil  parquets.

Unique for its fluid geometries, proprietary 
smoked and fumed finishes, engraved woods
and precious metal embellishments, Couture is 
both luxurious and playful selection of five 
distinct patterns. All are offered in quarter and 
rift sawn cuts of white oak whose grain 
movement and tactile variations are heightened 
via an intoxicating palette of colorful layered 
stains  and  European  finishing  waxes.

The result is a product that reminds us of 
a time when quality and hand artistry were 
synonymous with luxury. Every stain is 
custom-mixed, every hue and material 
combination artfully edited, every facet 
sculpturally discerned. With this cache of truly 
signature pieces, Windsor Smith and Jamie 
Beckwith hope their Couture Collection 
inspires you to create your own design story... 
A story that is unique, personal and filled 
with  timeless  artistry.

COUTURE COLLECTION
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COLOR BLOCKED
Rouge PaletteGris Palette
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WINDSOR STITCH
Gris
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WINDSOR STITCH
Blanc Blanc
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Rouge

HOT  TO TROT
Noisette
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ZIP IT!
Noir
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Noir Doré
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ZIP IT!
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NAILED IT!
Gris & Nickel Rouge & Matte Gold
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Windsor Smith, founder of Windsor Smith Home, 
Inc. is an innovative force in the design industry 
whose elegant interiors rethink our homes for 
modern day living. Author of Homefront: Design 
for Modern Living (Rizzoli, 2015), and creator of 
beautifully layered rooms sought after by leaders 
in the entertainment and business worlds, she is 
known for spaces that reflect their owner’s unique 
personalities and demanding lifestyles. Balancing 
classic and modern, her vignettes celebrate 
time-honored traditions while daring the style 
wildcards that make us stand up and take notice. 
A questioner of conventions both inside the home 
and in the design profession at large, Windsor 
pioneered the inventive online luxury decorating 
service, Windsor Smith Room in a Box. A favorite 
of design editors and bloggers for her thoughtful 
approach to rooms as well as her candor, Windsor 
was honored by Veranda magazine as one of the 
top 25 design influencers in their 25-year history. 
Her book, Homefront: Design for Modern Living, 
was named one of the 20 top design books of 
2015 by Architectural Digest. Outside of her 
designs for Jamie Beckwith Collection, Wind-
sor has an array of licenses with leading home 
furnishing companies including Kravet, Century 
Furniture, Arteriors, Boyd Lighting, Mansour 
Modern and Soicher Marin, as well as her own 
made-to-order furnishings line, Windsor Smith 
Home Collection.

WINDSOR  SMITH
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800 FESSLERS LANE
NASHVILLE, TN 37210

(615) 254-1937

WWW.JAMIEBECKWITHCOLLECTION.COM
WWW.JAMIEBECKWITHEVOLUTION.COM

#jamiebeckwithcollection, #beckwithxwindsor
@jamiebeckwithcollection
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